
The Tracks That Shaped And Saved Chicago
Chicago, the third-largest city in the United States, is known for its rich history
and diverse culture. Often referred to as the "Windy City," Chicago has many
stories to tell. One of the most significant aspects that shaped and saved this city
is its railway system. The extensive network of tracks crisscrossing the city
played a crucial role in its development and economic prosperity. Let's dive into
the fascinating history of the tracks that shaped and saved Chicago.

The Early Days of Railroad in Chicago

In the mid-19th century, Chicago was rapidly growing as an industrial hub in the
United States. The city's strategic geographic location connecting the East Coast
to the West Coast made it an ideal center for transportation and trade. However,
Chicago faced a major challenge at the time - it was located inland with no direct
access to the Great Lakes or major rivers. This limitation hindered its growth
potential.

Realizing the need for better transportation, the city authorities pushed for the
development of a railway system. In 1848, the Galena and Chicago Union
Railroad was established, connecting Chicago with the Mississippi River and
opening up a vital trade route. This marked the beginning of Chicago's journey as
a vibrant transportation hub. The success of this initial rail line paved the way for
more tracks to be built across the city.
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The Great Fire and the Rebuilding Process

In October 1871, tragedy struck when the Great Chicago Fire broke out, engulfing
large parts of the city. The fire destroyed numerous buildings, homes, and
infrastructure, including a significant portion of the railway tracks. However, the
disaster also presented an opportunity to rebuild Chicago better and stronger.

Following the fire, city planners and architects embraced new innovations in
urban design, including the development of elevated railway structures. The
construction of elevated tracks allowed for greater efficiency in transportation
while minimizing the risk of damage from future fires. This ambitious project
transformed the cityscape and revolutionized Chicago's transportation system.

The "L" - Chicago's Iconic Elevated Railway

Chicago's elevated railway system, commonly known as the "L," became an
iconic symbol of the city. The first elevated line, the South Side Rapid Transit
Railroad, opened in 1892, followed by the Northwestern Elevated Railroad in
1900. These elevated tracks provided a reliable and efficient mode of
transportation, allowing residents to commute swiftly across the city.
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The construction of the "L" also played a crucial role in shaping the city's urban
development. It spurred growth in previously underdeveloped areas, leading to
the expansion of neighborhoods and the emergence of new business districts.
The elevated tracks became the backbone of Chicago's transportation network,
connecting downtown with various residential and commercial areas.

Chicago's Rail Yards and Freight Traffic

Apart from its passengers, Chicago's railway system heavily contributed to the
city's success as a major transportation hub for freight traffic. The city's rail yards
became a bustling center for the exchange of goods between various regions of
the country. As the tracks expanded, so did the capacity to handle cargo.

Chicago's rail yards became a crucial link between the eastern and western parts
of the country, enabling efficient intermodal transportation of goods. It facilitated
the growth of industries such as meatpacking, steel production, and
manufacturing. The railways not only shaped Chicago's economic landscape but
also provided countless employment opportunities for its residents.

The Tracks That Saved Chicago's Economy

In the late 20th century, Chicago faced economic challenges due to the decline of
traditional industries and the shifting global market. However, the city's
transportation infrastructure, including its railway system, played a significant role
in revitalizing the economy.

The rail yards and intermodal facilities in Chicago became a critical logistics hub,
attracting distribution centers and businesses from various sectors. The railway's
connectivity to major ports and its efficient transportation capabilities made it an
ideal location for companies looking to reach markets across the country.



Additionally, the extensive railway network facilitated the growth of commuter
suburbs around Chicago. The availability of reliable and efficient transportation
allowed people to reside in the suburbs while working in the city, promoting urban
sprawl and supporting the local economy.

The tracks that shaped and saved Chicago have left an indelible mark on the
city's history and development. From the early days of railroads to the iconic "L"
and the thriving rail yards, Chicago's railway system has been instrumental in
driving economic growth, urban development, and connecting the city with the
rest of the country.

Today, as Chicago continues to evolve and adapt to new challenges, its railway
system remains a vital component of its infrastructure. The tracks serve as a
reminder of the city's resilience, innovation, and relentless pursuit of progress.
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The structure that anchors Chicago
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Every day Chicagoans rely on the loop of elevated train tracks to get to their jobs,
classrooms, or homes in the city’s downtown. But how much do they know about
the single most important structure in the history of the Windy City? In engagingly
brisk prose, Patrick T. Reardon unfolds the fascinating story about how Chicago’s
elevated Loop was built, gave its name to the downtown, helped unify the city,
saved the city’s economy, and was itself saved from destruction in the 1970s.

 

This unique volume combines urban history, biography, engineering, architecture,
transportation, culture, and politics to explore the elevated Loop’s impact on the
city’s development and economy and on the way Chicagoans see themselves.
The Loop rooted Chicago’s downtown in a way unknown in other cities, and it
protected that area—and the city itself—from the full effects of suburbanization
during the second half of the twentieth century. Masses of data underlie new
insights into what has made Chicago’s downtown, and the city as a whole, tick.

 

The Loop features a cast of colorful Chicagoans, such as legendary lawyer
Clarence Darrow, poet Edgar Lee Masters, mayor Richard J. Daley, and the
notorious Gray Wolves of the Chicago City Council. Charles T. Yerkes, an often-
demonized figure, is shown as a visionary urban planner, and engineer John
Alexander Low Waddell, a world-renowned bridge creator, is introduced to
Chicagoans as the designer of their urban railway.

 

This fascinating exploration of how one human-built structure reshaped the social
and economic landscape of Chicago is the definitive book on Chicago’s elevated



Loop.
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